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Los Angeles, CA (April 13, 2021) - Thinkspace Projects is pleased to present two brand new solo
exhibitions. In Gallery One, Italian muralist Millo’s U.S. debut solo show will be on view. At the Crack of
Dawn’ is an exhibition built around the ephemeral point in time just before waking when everything is
whimsical and the lines between dreams and reality are blurred. With detailed monochrome cityscapes
and color pops to highlight the subjects, Millo creates the moment just before waking in a series of
breathtaking scenes.The friendly inhabitants of each scene float above their urban settings displaying a
blend of dream and reality.

In Gallery Two, Mando Marie presents her solo show ‘Tell Me All About It.’ Pulling inspiration from Golden
Age picture books, she crafts a world reminiscent of childhood adventure and wonder. Bringing a
contemporary edge to the innate elements of nostalgia, Mando works primarily with spray paint, stencils,
and collage elements. She incorporates these elements of street art juxtaposed with the familiarity of the
picture book inspired world to create work that is both edgy and comforting. Her paintings frequently
feature repetitive and mirrored imagery, eliciting a dream-like quality that is simultaneously pleasing and
haunting.

Both shows open May 1, 2021. On view until May 22, 2021 at Thinkspace Projects.

http://thinkspaceprojects.com/


About Thinkspace
Thinkspace was founded in 2005; now in LA’s thriving West Adams District, the gallery has garnered an
international reputation as one of the most active and productive exponents of the New Contemporary Art
Movement. Maintaining its founding commitment to the promotion and support of its artists, Thinkspace
has steadily expanded its roster and diversified its projects, creating collaborative and institutional
opportunities all over the world. Founded in the spirit of forging recognition for young, emerging, and
lesser-known talents, the gallery is now home to artists from all over the world, ranging from the
emerging, mid-career, and established.
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